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ABSaAC r

fAMICAL COiSIDERATIONS FOR rHZ DEr-'NSIVE LXPLOYALN' OF LIGhr
INFAarayiY IN KOREA, by Major Edward S. 1hurman, USA, 48 pages.

*This study provides an analysis of the environment and enemy
which the American infantry confronted during the Korean Conflict.
These elements are analyzed with respect to their effect on a
potential modern conflict involving light infantry against a
light enemy in rugged terrain. Specific recommendations are
provided on overcoming the dominant effects of the terrain on
firepower, mobility, protection and "human wave" assaults are
presented. Finally, a light infantry defensive model is provided
incorporating defensive considerations for briade and smaller
units.

Among the many conclusions drawn from this study ares light
infantry remains a viable force in Korea against the current
threat; the light infantry units do not possess the capability
to perform a covering force mission, especially during periods
of limited visability and so techniques such as the comhnt outpost
line should be reviewed for adaptability. 0rgqnITatlonal
conclusions includes the light infantry is organlzattonally fragile
and must receive priority fill; weapon systems for this force

, must facilit-ite cross-training even at the expense of technology;
' weapon systems must be improved for the battle under 300 meters;

* nits down to the lowest level should be organized with the assets
with which they must fLTht. Tacticql conclusions includes
increase live fire training; provide the light infantry with
reliable ground sensors to assist in countering infiltration;
give the light infantry scout a motorcycle for increased mobility;
every light infantry soldier must be capable of perfor, Inw as an
infantryman; tactical reserves must be far enough forw:Ard and
numerous to provide a responsive counterstroke in the event of
enemy assault.

/

The study concludes that the lessons learned during t ie Korean
Conflict remain valid today and should be incorporated into the
doctrinal, organizational and tactical structuring of the light
infantry divisions.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

"Light Infantry Divisions will add a new dimension
to the strategic mobility of Ar~y Forces. From
bases in United States, these divisions will be .

capable of rapidly reinforcing forward deployed
LIS. Force in l NATO or the Far East."(1)

The Chief of Staff of the Army directed the creation of light

infantry divisions within the U.S. Army force structure primarily to

respond to threats in the low intensity end of the conflict spectrum.

The quotation above from his 1984 White Paper. however, clearly

indicates that these forces are to be used in other theaters, such as

Iorea, as timely reinforcement of forward deployed forces. A question

thus arises concerning the utility of a light division capable of rapid

deployment to Korea. How precisely might US Army light infantry units

be employed in the defense in Korea?

The Korean War resulted in the initial stationing of US combat

forces in Korea. The strategic position of Korea in relation to China,

the USSR and Japan has resulted in the retention of these forces in

Korea and the acceptance of a regional responsibility by the United

States. Despite the increasing strategic importance of Korea, there

has been a reduction in overall US ground force strength since the

Korean War. Additionally, plans are in draft to further reduce this

strength in favor of additional combat support assets.

Strategic defense plans in the Republic of Korea (ROK) call for a

forward defense similar to plans existing prior to the Korean War.

This is driven primarily by the northern location of the capital at

Seoul. This factor, combined with the lack of depth afforded by the

* *.. *--
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relatively small size of Korea, makes a rapid reinforcement capability

imperative. To illustrate the effect this had in the Korean War, one

only has to note that when hostilities began on 25 June 1950, the

expected US response was described as a "police action." BG William

L. Roberts, commander of the Korean Military Advisary Group in 1950,

stated that "The Koreans have the best damned army outside the US."(2)

By 8 July 1950 the estimate for US participation was increased to four

divisions. (3) This revision was made in the face of the near collapse

of the RO' and US Armies facing the North Korean People's Army (NKPA).

Selected military authors continue to conclude that additional US

forces would not be required in the event of an outbreak of hostilities

on the Korean peninsula. (4) This assessment is rationalized by

improvements made in the ROK Army since the war. Unfortunately, this

estimate ignores the simultaneous improvement of the NK'PA and the

dominant effect of terrain on any conflict on the peninsula. A

comparison of unclassified orders of battle between the two countries

is provided at appendix A. It is clear that the numerical superiority

of the North Korean force is sufficient cause for concern.

Regardless of the potential for employment of light forces,

specifically against the NKPA, an examination of light infantry in

rugged terrain against a mid-intensity threat is appropriate. The

Korean War chronicles a major employment of US light forces in such a

mid-intensity conflict, and the lessons learned should not be

disregarded. As Aristotle pointed out, "Almost all things have been

'found out, but some have been forgotten."(5)

The problem addressed by this paper, therefore, is to determine

how a light infantry brigade might best be employed in the conduct of

the defense in Korea. To accomplish this, a historical perspective of

. . .. *. . * - .|
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the Korean War will be used to gain insight into the nature of the

infantry defense during that conflict. Particular attention will be

paid to the impact that the environment and the enemy had on the

nature of battle at the tactical level. Current enemy organizational

structure and tactics are next summarized to assist in placing the

light infantry defender's problem in the proper context.

The analysis of the light infantry brigade in the defense begins - -

with an examination of various means available to light infantry units

to overcome the degrading effects of the environment on firepower,

mobility, protection and leadership. Secondly, considerations for

countering enemy offensive tactical operations are discussed. To this

point in the analysis, solutions are offered independent of the size of

the light infantry unit. To place the problem in a brigade context.,

successive elements from squad through brigade are discussed Ln order

to "build" the defense from the ground up, ensuring that the focus and

responsibilities of each echelon are delineated. Finally, conclusions

concerning doctrine, organization and tactics are drawn to reinforce.

clarify or suggest improvements where shortcomings exist. This

methodology is followed to investigate and support the hypothesis that

a light infantry brigade conducting a defense in Korea can succeed if

and only if innovative and mobile tactical techniques are employed.

SECTION II

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Overview. The Korean War officially began at 0400 hours, Sunday,
C..

25 June 195C when the NKPA crashed across the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)

in a multi-pronged offensive which by 4 August 1950 had the Republic of

Korea (ROK) and US Army forces bottled up in the Pusan perimeter and

. . - . .-.
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. apparently near defeat. This situation was reversed by the Inchon
7

landing on 15 September 1950. which in a strategic and operational

• masterpiece, cut the North Korean lines of communication and resulted

.: in the breakout from Pusan on 18 September 1950 and the subsequent

retreat of the NK'PA back across the DMZ by October 1950. Fyongyang,

" the North Korean capital, was taken on 19 October 1950. The X Corps

continued to advance to the Yalu River during October-November 1950

and just as United Nations (UN) victory appeared to be guaranteed, the

Chinese Communist Forces (CCF) entered the war by crossing the Yalu

River on 14 October 1950. The CCF continued to increase its strength

until 25 November 1950 when it initiated a counteroffensive northeast

of Pyongyang. This again turned the tide of battle, pushing the United

Nations' forces back to the south. The X Corps actually withdrew to

the south and east and had to be evacuated from Hungnam in December

1950. Seoul was again captured by the North Koreans on 4 January 1951.

The CCF offensive continued to the south and finally culminated near

Chipyong-Ni on 14 February 1951. The UN then conducted a

counteroffensive and Seoul was once again under South Korean control on

18 March 1951. UN forces moved as far north as the 78th parallel by 13

June 1951, prior to the conclusion of the first year of the war. The

situation stabilized at this point and the war continued generally

along the 78th parallel until 27 June 1953 when a cease fire was signed

at Panmunjom. Firing ceased, yet the war has never officially ended.

In the many battles fought during the Korean War! the same lessons

were learned again and again. The enemy and the terrain dominated

tactics. One operation in particular, however! illustrates many of the

lessons learned and will be discussed here.

* . *a-*..y*%
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Ennagement at Chinaman's Hat. On 25 November 1950, the Eighth

(US) Army seized Pyongyang and was continuing its northward offensive

to the Yalu River with II ROK Corps in the west and X (US) Corps in the

east. Eighth Army did not at this time realize the extent of CCF

support to North Korea and anticipated little trouble in consolidating
.V

on the Yalu. The CCF had, however, crossed the Yalu and moved along

multiple infiltration axes to two concentration areas. The

concentration area in the west was centered on Huichon in the II ROK

Corps sector directly in the path of the 2d Infantry Division which was

assigned to the corps. The 1st Cavalry Division, also assigned to II

ROK Corps, was in reserve and following the 2d Infantry Division in the

attack as shown in figure B-1. The 2d Infantry Division was attacling

with the 9th Infantry Regiment on the left End the 38th Infantry

Regiment on the right. The 2.rd Infantry Regiment followed the 9th

Infantry Regiment in sector.

On 25 November 1950. the 2d Infantry Division was disposed in

night defensive positions with the 9th Infantry Regiment generally

north of the Chongchon River as shown in figure B-2. The 38th Infantry

Regiment was in the same posture on its right. Flat, open ground

permitting the artillery to emplace was at a premium and as a result,

the 38th Infantry, which would be moving out of artillery supporting

range, attached an artillery battalion and controlled it in sector.

The remaining divisional artillery was to be placed in a valley of some

500 by 4500 yards at Kujang-dong. This emplacement would support

operations on 25 November, but could not range anticipated operations

on 26 November. To be capable of supporting the next day's operation

and to make room in the already overcrowded position at lujang-dong, 7.
two artillery battalions were positioned forward on the Chongchon

* . . . * . * * . . * . . . *. . . . . . **. . . * . * . * * ,*. °
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River directly behind the 9th Infantry Regiment. The 503rd FA was on

the west and the 61st FA, from the 1st Cavalry Division, was on the

east. The 23rd Infantry Regiment was then brought forward and co-

located with the artillery on the river in the area marked "entrenched

camp" at figure B-2.

The defensive position selected by the 23rd Infantry was on the

river adjacent to Hill 329 which was called "Chinaman s Hat" due to its

peculiar shape. The lead battalion of the regiment arrived at 1600

hours and occupied positions prepared by units which had previously

defended there. The infantry defensive position incorporated the 503rd

FA, but the 61st FA was positioned slightly to the north along the

river. At this point the actions of this battalion, the 1st Battalion,

23rd Infantry, will be examined in greater detail.

The 1st Battalion, 23rd Infantry was defending as shown in figure

B-3. At 1820 hours, the battalion commander, LTC C.E. Hutchins Jr.,

called the commander of Able Company, CPT Melvin R. Stai, to determine

if Stai had heard firing in his sector. Stai had not heard any firing

and so he decided to move to his front lines some 300 yards away to

investigate. Upon arriving, he found that his 1st Platoon had been

engaged for some time and was nearly out of ammunition. The Chinese

94th Regiment had infiltrated the American 9th Infantry Regiment and

had moved across the Chongchon River in seven columns of 100-200 men

each. This movement was totally undetected by the defenders in either

the 9th or the 23rd Infantry Regiments. The Chinese had used dusk,

stealth and mass to achieve total surprise. Able Company was receiving

the brunt of this attack.

Able Company's 1st Platoon was first to detect the enemy. A



machinegun augmented by a few riflemen opened fire killing perhaps

twenty Chinese soldiers on the river bank. The Chinese, though for the

most part naked from the waist down, quickly formed a skirmish line and

attacked at a fast run. The Ist Platoon was overwhelmed by the attack

and the majority fled toward the rear of the defensive position. A few

men continued to hold the position as best they could. The platoon had .,

met an "echelon en masse" at extremely close range and simply did not

have the firepower with which to counter it. The company commander

detected the fleeing Ist Platoon and ordered the 3rd Platoon to

counterattack to restore the line. The cooks and others in the kitchen

area established a second defensive line in depth. As the 3rd Platoon

conducted the counterattack, it received enfilade fire from a well

placed enemy machinegun on the southern edge of the defensive position.

To make matters worse! the northernmost CCF columns had entered the

61st FA positions and caused a complete rout, driving several of the

artillerymen to the south through the Baker Company area. The enemy

now controlled all of the 61st FA guns. As the fleeing artillerymen

passed through Baker's positions, their shouts caused some panic and

fleeing in the Baker Company ranks. LTC Hutchins later remarked of

this, "We learned firsthand that panic is contagious."(6)

Despite these distractions, the 3rd Platoon, continued the attack.

Firepower within the platoon was lacking in that about a third of the

weapons had frozen shut. The 3rd Platoon did manage to retake the 1st

Platoon positions and found itself receiving heavy enfilade fire from

the southern enemy machinegun and facing additional Chinese troops

crossing the river. The 2d Platoon and Baker Company to the north also

came under heavy fire as the CCF passed through the 61st FA positions

and attempted to envelop the position. The 1st Battalion commander



called for tank reinforcement and at about 0200, after nearly eight

hours of fighting, tanks from Baker Company, 72d Tank Regiment arrived

and moved into line with Able Company. The regimental tank company

likewise moved forward to support Baker Company, 23rd Infantry

Regiment. Despite enemy attempts to destroy them with demolition

charges, the tanks held and were decisive in disintegrating the enemy

attack.

In the end, the CCF attack failed, although they retained

possession of Chinaman's Hat. The 2d Infantry Division was eventually

forced to withdraw under further CCF pressure. During the assault, the

Chinese had suffered 410 dead and 111 prisoners. The US forces

suffered fewer than 200 killed and wounded. Captured CCF soldiers

indicated that the mission of the 94th Regiment was to infiltrate the

2d Infantry Division lines to destroy the artillery positioned along

the Chongchon River. No further mission had been assigned.

Observations. Several significant aspects of this event deserve

mention in that they are characteristic of many such engagements in

Korea. First of all, the terrain had a major impact on this operation.

Specifically, the artillery was forced to position in an undesirable

location. Additionally, the enemy was able to enhance stealth in the

attack. Finally, the Able Company commander failed to realize that he

was engaged, despite being only 300 meters away. These were all caused

by terrain effects. Second, the enemy successfully used infiltration

techniques to bypass the 9th Infantry Regiment in the front line in

order to gain entry into the 2d Division rear area. This infiltration

was conducted during the hours of limited visibility to enhance the

probability of success. Third, the objective of the 94th Regiment

* . * * * . * *.?-S * S~ . * - * . * *



(CCF) was the US artillery positioned to support the front line

regiments. Of note is the fact that the 9th and 38th Infantry

Regiments were also attacked on the same night by other forces. The

94th Regiment assault thus removed much of the available artillery that

might have been used to support the forward US regiments. Fourth, Able

Company retained its position largely due to a strong (platoon size)

reserve which was positioned for timely counterattack. Fifth, the cooks

in the kitchen area realized that they too were soldiers and

established a second defensive belt to assist in the overall defense.

Finally, the decisive blow dealt to the CCF came from the attached

tanks. The tanks were able to deal with the enemy mass at close range

when protected by the infantry. The combined arms team prevailed on

this battlefield. (7) .'6e;"

SECTION III

THE ENVIRONMENT

General. The Korean peninsula extends approximately 60() miles

southward from the Chinese mainland toward Japan. It is divided

generally along the 38th parallel into the two Koreas. These two

countries are separated by a 4000-meter-wide Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)

which runs for 241 kilometers from the Yellow Sea on the west to the

Sea of Japan on the east.

Topographically, the land of South Korea was very well described

by early Europeans as "a sea in a heavy gale" due to the large number

of successive mountain ranges that cover the peninsula. South Korea is

approximately 70-80 percent uplands and mountains. The remaining 30

percent consists of lowlands and plains, which are predominantly on the

west coast and along the major rivers. The Taebaek mountain range,

- ., . *-**-* * ,=, ]'-77



which runs from north to south along the eastern coast, dominates the

country. Practically all of the remaining mountain ranges in Iorea run

to the southwest off of the Taebaek. This determines the drainage

basins and direction of flow of all sizeable rivers-generally to the

-. southwest. (6)

Fireqower. The military significance of the terrain on firepower

is clear. The mountainous nature of the terrain makes it a "country of

defilade." When the heights of major peaks are taken, the occupying

force will usually find the valley floor out of effective small arms

range. If the lower points on the hill are occupied, the draws and

fingers combine to create more dead space than terrain where grazing

fire can be obtained. Extended grazing fire can normally be achieved

. only in the valley floors where it does little good. Defilade further

reduces line of sight intervisibility to the e tent that few weapons

can be used at maximum range. During the Korean War, this lack of line

of sight often allowed the skilled enemy soldier to approach to within

10 or 15 meters of a position before being detected. The surprise

thus obtained had an understandable shock effect on the defender.

High angle of fire systems are an imperative in terrain such as

is found in Korea. Artillery, mortars, grenade launchers and grenades

were among the most effective weapon systems used in the Korean War.

Artillery, however, has a unique problem in Korea; it is often

difficult to find sufficient flat ground in which to position it.

S.L.A. Marshall described this well in his book The River and the

Gauntlet.

.°. . a



"This was a chronic ailment in all Korean
operations... the valley was almost barren
of flat spaces given over to cultivation.
The hills virtually overlapped one another.
The dry stream beds were uneven. The
sharpness of the ridges limited all horizon.
In such country mortars are indispensible.
But it was never intended for artillery. "(9) r

Mobility. The terrain also has an adverse effect on mobility. The

major roads run generally north to south along the few valley floors

available. As these roads cross the north-south ridges, or as fingers

from the higher hills extend east and west towards these roads, choke

points are formed through which not more than a single vehicle can pass

at a time. These occur regularly every 2-3 kilometers. The U.S. Army

exposed a vulnerability in developing a dependence on roads. Technology

led the Army to motorization and thus to a dependence on vehicles.

which caused the roads to be critical. Such a force is ripe for

ambush. T.R. Fehrenbach also highlighted this vulnerability in This

K:*ind of War. I

"But American troops, physically unhardened
for footmarches were roadbound. They
defended on roads, attacked on road.,, retreated
on roads. If their vehicles couldn't go, they
did not go either... In American society the
best weapon against a convertible may be another
convertible, but in Korea it is apt to be a
pair of legs."(1O)

Our dependence on roads is still strong and the number of paved

roads has not increased sufficiently to reduce the impact of this

problem. An associated problem is cross-country mobility. Vehicular

cross-country movement is almost impossible except in the few available

valleys. The hills and ridges are too steep to climb and the

_" preponderance of the flat ground is transformed into rice paddies at

161
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the first thaw. Movement, except in winter, is very much restricted to

the roads.

Protection. The impact of terrain on protection deserves mention

as it has both positive and negative aspects. The rolling terrain, as

previously mentioned, creates defilade everywhere and as such provides

protection against most weapon systems to varying degrees. Direct fire

weapons have reduced effective ranges and indirect fire systems have to

fire high angle to engage targets on the back sides of hills and are

thus also reduced in effectiveness. The decreased intervisibility

also hinders the capability of forward observers to call for and adjust

fires. Limited flat ground and an inability to move cross country

combine to make Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) much

simoler for both sides. Artillery fire into almost any flat ground of

substantial size in the enemy's rear will disrupt or destroy the soft

targets positioned there.

The backbone of Korea is granite although considerable deposits of

sandstone and slate are also found. The impact is that entrenchments

are difficult to dig in the uplands and mountains. Further, Korea has

very few trees of significant size. Therefore, materials for the

" construction of overhead cover do not exist. Protection from accurate

airburst artillery or mortar fire is difficult to achieve without

sufficient time to burrow within the foxhole.

Communications are also affected by the terrain in that most means

available for tactical communications are line of sight, which is

exceedingly difficult to maintain in Korea. When communications are

obtained, particularly on low power, it is even more difficult for an

enemy, normally situated at a greater distance than the intended

receiver, to intercept the transmission from a ground based platform.

" ...



The impact is that "terrain shielding" can be used to protect

communications to a degree.

A final protection effect of the Korean terrain is that it is

quite easy to integrate obstacles and minefields with the terrain,

which for the most part serves as a major obstacle to movement. This

is particularly true in constricted areas where it is virtually

impossible to bypass a disabled vehicle in the chokepoint.

Leadership. The effect of the environment on leadership is

primarily manifested through the fragmentation of command and control.

The terrain denies visual, and to a degree audio, linkage between a

commander and his subordinate units. As an example, during the defense

of Chinaman's Hat in 1950 the company commander of Able Company, 23rd

Infantry Regiment could not hear the rifle fire or bugles from the

attacking force even though he wab only 300 meters away. This could

have had a disastrous impact on his defense. A further effect of the

environment which fragments command and control is the severe d.

degradation that the terrain has on line of sight communications.

Tactical radios suffer drastically reduced effective ranges. Wire ...

normally has to be laid along roads and is easily cut. Face to face

coordination is difficult due to transit times by ground means.

SECTION IV

THE ENEMY

General. The military doctrine of the NKPA exhibits both Soviet

and Chinese influence. In general, the focus of a military operation

is on the destruction of the enemy's strength rather than the seizure

of a specific piece of terrain. A second tenet of the doctrine is

.............................................



conservation of one's own force. A third is the coordination of

conventional and unconventional operations. Through the use of

unconventional forces in the enemy rear, a large combat multiplier is

applied to enhance conventional force effectiveness. A final example

of Soviet and Chiiese influence is the belief that decisive results can
I.I

only be achieved through the offense. The Korean imprint on this

tactical doctrine reinforces the Soviet and Chinese influence and was
p.0

derived primarily from the Korean War and the anti-Japanese partisan iI
"C operations of the 1930s and 1940s. The NKPA has a firm belief in the

value of unconventional forces. (11) To this end, the North Koreans

have amassed an unconventional force of approximately 00.. men.(12)

Combined Arms. The principal combat arm of the NfF'A is the

infantry, which is supported by armor and artillery forming a combined

arms team. Principally because of terrain, the infantry is primarily

dismounted. Armor is found at all echelons within the army. As

previously stated, it primarily supports infantry operations. - ,

Examples of operations in which major armored formations could be

expected include a DMZ breakthrough or in the limited Korean terrain

favoring its use. Artillery, typical of the Soviet norm, is used to

mass fire on enemy positions, strong points and obstacles. Rolling

barrages are typical in support of an attack. The doctrine does not,

however, dictate preparatory fires as a matter of course. The element

of surprise is held in such high regard that these fires may be

* withheld in order to achieve that surprise. Additionally, artillery

may be used in the direct fire mode against targets of opportunity

such as observation posts, antiarmor weapon system emplacements, ground

Sb-surveillance radars and bunkers. Artillery can also be placed in .

.1 1
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direct support of combat forces in a manner similar to Soviet doctrine.

Tactical Doctrine Overview. North Korean tactical offensive

doctrine is derived from the infantry-centered structure of the NPKA.

Firepower and maneuver best describe this doctrine with regimental

operations being the norm and the regiment forming the basic maneuver

element. The regiment. which is normally organized in two echelons,

uses one of four formations. The first has three battalions forward in

a single echelon. The second formation has two battalions forward and

one back. A third, to be used in the attack on a narrow front against I

a prepared position, is to have three battalions in column. A final

option available to the regimental commander is to have one battalion

forward and two back. This is normally used when a double envelopment

of the enemy force is intended. (13)

Envelopment. The envelopment is one of two major forms of

maneuver employed successfully in the opening stages of the Korean War

and as a result is preferred. The North Koreans employ two different

types of envelopment. The single envelopment uses a fixing force and a

single main attack in the enemy rear. The double envelopment differs

from the single in that two main attacks are directed against the enemy

rear. The envelopment is normally conducted during hours of limited

visibility to reduce enemy observation and thus vulnerability to

artillery and air. Further, rugged terrain is favored in order to

avoid enemy armor as well as effective direct and indirect fire

support. The aim of the envelopment during the Korean War was to

establish a roadblock in the enemy rear(14). These roadblocks were

combined with ambushes of varying sizes up to division with the intent

of destroying the retreating enemy in a piecemeal manner. S.L.A

Marshall described how effective this tactic was in The River and the

I 5 •°-
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Gauntlet where a Chinese division ambushed the 2d Infantry Division

resulting in thousands of casualties in less than a twenty-four hour

period. (15) Enveloping regiments typically attack on a sector

approximately 1500-4000 meters wide and twice as deep. Battalions

attack on a 700-2000 r =ter axis; companies on 500-700 meters; platoons

on 10)0-200 meters and squads on 50-70 meters. (16) These frontages

would be compressed against well prepared positions and less compressed

against a retreating enemy. (17)

Penetration. The penetration is a form of maneuver generally used

to exploit over-extended enemy lines. The objective of a penetration

is often to drive through the defense to destroy enemy reserves. This

form of maneuver was attempted repeatedly during the Korean War.

particularly in the defense of the Pusan perimeter during which ROK

infantry divisions were required to defend on fronts of from 12-20

miles wide. US divisions during the same defense were required to

defend on even wider fronts. Typical of North Korean doctrine.,

infiltration tactics were used to facilitate the attempted

penetrations. (18)

Norms. Influenced by Soviet doctrine, the NKFA attempts to adhere

to norms in the conduct of tactical operations. In the offensive an

infantry force ratio of 4-6:1 is desired. The force ratio norm for

armor is 3.-5:1, while the artillery norm is estimated to be 6-8:1.

Higher ratios are desired against prepared positions. (19) A fire

support density of 80-100 tubes per kilometer of front for the main

attack is further prescribed. Secondary attack requirements are for

40-60 tubes per kilometer. Mortars and artillery are used in this

calculation.(20) The North Korean doctrine calls for the use of a

. -.
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combination of conventional and unconventional fcrces to serve as

combat multipliers to achieve the desired ratios.

Surprise and Deception. A final aspect of North Korean tactical

doctrine which requires mention is the strong emphasis placed on

surprise and deception. During the Korean War, information was

obtained from the local Koreans as well as military sources to enhance

surprise. Both voluntary and involuntary means were used. One

deception measure used by the NKF'PA was in clothing soldiers in foreign

uniforms. This was particularly effective against non-ROK units due to

the racial, cultural and linguistic similarities between the North and

the South Korean peoples. The willingness of the North Korean

government to continue to employ this tactic was demonstrated in 1968

when a platoon of North Korean soldiers attempted an assault on the

South Korean capital dressed in South Korean police uniforms. Slight

variations in North and South Korean accent led to the detection and

failure of that operation. Another tactic employed was the use of

English by the NKPA to assist in closing in on US positions. This was

employed with some success despite the limited eposure the North

Koreans had to English at the time. It is safe to assume that this

capability has been enhanced, given North Korean e,,pectation of US

involvement in any future conflict. A final tactic used to surprise

and deceive the enemy was to infiltrate "plain clothes" platoons

through enemy lines dressed as workers and farmers. These units would

move in small groups or individually with the refugee traffic, reunite

as required and conduct operations in the enemy rear. (21)

Summary. The NKPA is infantry-centered with a significant tank and

artillery capability. Mass and firepower typify operations, although

the term "human wave", used to describe the mass formations employed
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during the Korean War, is inaccurate. In fact, a lack of

communications means at that time necessitated the formations in order r
to provide adequate control. Dispersion today would be somewhat

greater although "echelons en masse" would still characterize a North

Korean assault. (22) Infiltration and unconventional warfare will be an

integral part.of any offensive operation. These are proven techniques

which remain valid. The indirect approach is further emphasized in the

envelopment, which serves as the major form of offensive maneuver. The

next section will deal with means to overcome the terrain and enemy.

SECTION V

THE DEFENSE

"The object of battle is the destruction or
defeat of the enemy."(C'3)-Olausewitz

General. Battle is directed to the disintegration of the opposing

force. In Korea, the environment continually acts as a barrier to

cohesion. The defense must, therefore, focus on ways to overcome

disintegration at the same time that maximum combat power is applied

against the enemy. A generic look at the terrain and enemy has provided

some insight into the military significance of each. It remains.

however! to examine the specific impact of each on a defending US Army

unit and to offer some possible solutions in countering these adverse

effects. (24)

Overcoming Terrain Effects on Firep2ower. The problem for the

attacker is twofold. First of all he must use defilade terrain to

minimize the direct fire weapons effects and thus greatly reduce

vulnerability until the last few yards. The NKPA and CCF used the
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rugged terrain and night operations to accomplish this.

Once the attacker has minimized his vulnerability to direct fire

weapons, he must do so with indirect fire weapons. Figure C-1 exhibits

the indirect fire capability of the light infantry brigade and serves

as a basis for examining the problem. The figure has breakpoints for

the effective ranges along the left hand margin. The controlling

element is listed along the bottom. The Claymore is listed twice to

indicate that although it is primarily a squad weapon, the platoon

leader, more so than the squad leader, controls this weapon when it is

placed out with observation posts or in mechanical ambushes. The

vertical line marked (a) indicates an initial communications

vulnerability point. The company, spread over the rugged terrain,

experienced this communications failure on numerous occasions during

the Korean War. Line (b) indicates an even more tenuous

communications lash-up due to greater communications ranges over the

same terrain. The interesting part of the matrix, however. is in its

display of light infantry force vulnerability. The more effective

weapons are those listed to the right of the table. The denial of

weapon systems to the right of line (c), i.e. the brigade systems, was

accomplished by emphasizing night and low visibility operations. This

is still an effective approach today in that fielded air and attack

helicopter systems do not have a greatly improved night capability, nor

has our tactical illumination increased. In fact, the company does not

possess the organic illumination capability with the 60mm mortar that

it had with the 81mm. The enemy further negated much of the

effectiveness of the systems to the right of line (c) through

infiltration attacks which targeted mortars and artillery.

Counterbattery fires also reduced indirect fire effectiveness. as did
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the reduced ability of observers to acquire and adjust on targets in

limited visibility.

The enemy also sought to reduce vulnerability by pushing

,. acquisition range in the direction of arrow (e) using infiltration

techniques. Invariably, the first indication of an attack came with n

350 meters and often within 10-15 meters of a position. Mutual support

. between positions was difficult or nonexistent due to extended

frontages and, as a result, squads and platoons were left to fend off

much larger formations with their organic weapons. Massed formations

previously unengaged by weapon systems at higher levels had to be

engaged at close range using only squad and platoon weapons incapable

of engaging great numbers of targets. This resulted in overrun

positions or, at best, severe casualties and the birth of the term

"human wave assault."

Three solutions to this problem are suggested. First, push the

engaging weapon systems arrow in the opposite direction of (d), i.e.

ensure more systems get into the fight. The principal means of doing

this includes better communications equipment capable of operating in

rugged terrain and coping with the associated lack of line of sight.

The platoon, company and battalion require this communications

equipment the most for indirect fire and reserve coordination. Better

illumination capability within the company and battalion will enhance

close air and attack helicopter effectiveness at night until such time

as adequate night vision equipment is available for these systems. The

second solution is to push the acquisition range in the opposite

direction of arrow (e), i.e. detect the enemy at greater range so that

he can be engaged, destroyed, disrupted or canalized to an area
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selected by the defender. Technologically, this can be done with

better sensing systems. Additionally, the battalion and brigade must

be provided information from higher echelons as soon as it becomes

available. Troop movement information is extremely perishable,

especially for targeting purposes. and must be relayed at the earliest

moment; analysis can follow. Companies, platoons and squads require W

portable sensors which can be remotely emplaced. Tactically,

aggressive patrolling as well as finding and maintaining contact with

the enemy will go a long way toward alleviating this problem. One

technique used in the Korean War, the combat outpost, will be

di scussed.

Enemy firepower can be overcome principally through the proper use

of terrain. Artillery is best countered through counterbattery fires.

Related to this is the use of preemptive fires directed against

artillery. This is possible in that artillery systems are, for the

most part, restricted to roads, require an open area to establish a

position and have predictable ranges. The examination of these factors

on a map sheet within a given sector will result in very few possible

. positions. These should be targeted. Placement of artillery units

and critical assets in defilade or in rear slope positions, where

practicable, is also to be pursued.

Overcoming Terrain Effects on Mobility. The American Army

habitually relies on mechanical means to support it. Troop movement,

resupply and major weapon systems are all very restricted where rugged

terrain all but denies cross-country movement. This problem is

partially resolved through the use of the helicopter. A further

tactical solution involves the use of specialized vehicles such as the

Korean tractor which has a small trailer with power supplied to the

L e. 
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wheels. Companies positioned on ridges could make good use of this

vehicle in ammunition resupply and to a limited extent casualty

evacuation. The more important solution, however, is to change the

mind set. A force which focuses on a road without regard to the

surrounding terrain will be enveloped. Once enveloped, another

. vulnerability, is exposed. The NKPA and CCF which enveloped and

- infiltrated US units established roadblocks knowing that the retreating

American forces would blindly withdraw along the roads, vulnerable to

ambush. Movements which do require roads must have helicopters,

infantry or both screening the ridges while the tanks. when available.

lead softer vehicles on the roads between the ridges.

Cross-country movement in Korea follows natural lines of drift.

Creeks. ridges and roads were principally used by both sides during the

Korean Conflict. The same avenues of approach would be used today

because the terrain dictates it for any extended movement. To move in

another manner causes great expenditure of energy needed for the

engagement. The solution, when defending, is to pay particular

attention to these avenues in constructing the defense. One solution

for necessary movement is to move on the side of a ridge down from the

crest avoiding the valley or creek at the bottom. By moving parallel

to the ridge in this manner, natural lines of drift are avoided and

exhausting cross-compartment movement is minimized.

Overcoming Terrain Effects on Protection. Entrenchment is

' difficult in Korea, as previously mentioned, due to the granite

deposits and a lack of materials with which to build overhead cover.

Units must, none the less, dig in immediately upon objective seizure

or be decimated by airburst artillery. Possible solutions include the

. *~ 4 . , .
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use of explosives to expedite foxhole construction. An approach might

be an individually issued "foxhole construction charge. "  Another

solution would be the use of prefabricated overhead cover which, though

not inherently fragment proof, would provide a foundation for -

reinforcement by dirt or sandbags. (25)

Overcoming Terrain Effects on Leadership. Command and control is

fragmented by the rugged Korean terrain. The decision by the NKPA to

attack at night caused further fragmentation. Although improved

tactical communications systems will assist in reducing this effect,

the real essence of the problem is tactical. The result of

fragmentation in Korea was that squads, platoons and companies fought

isolated battles. The principal tactical solution, therefore, is to

push the available combat power down to the level of the unit doing the

fighting. To the extent possible, squads and platoons must be well

balanced and self-contained in both direct and indirect fire weapon

- systems. As seen in figure C-i, this is not the case and so a serious

shortfall occurs inside 350 meters.

Overcoming Enerm Infiltration. An appropriate counter to enemy

infiltration and envelopment tactics is all around security at all

levels. The perimeter defense is the most effective approach, although

rear and flank security in defensive positions is the minimal

- acceptable precaution. (26) Units should always expect an attempt by the

• ienemy to envelop their position. The battle is fought not only by the

-infantry, but by all elements in the unit. (27) In particular,

artillery and mortar units were and will continue to be primary

targets. These elements must provide their own defense. The artillery %

must instill in their units two longstanding artillery traditions:

.* "continue the mission" and "defend the guns."(28) Rear area units must
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likewise be prepared to fight their own battle against a rear area

threat. Headquarters and trains are the most vulnerable in that

restrictive terrain combined with thermal and electronic signature make.1D

d them easy to locate.

Overcoming En emy Penetration. Penetrations can best be countered

through a defense in depth. Timely reserve commitment is very much

tied to time-distance relationships which serve as the principal

element of friction in this maneuver.(29) To the extent possible, each

echelon needs to retain a reserve. These reserves need to be placed

well forward to facilitate timely employment. The basic principle of

remaining far enough to the rear to avoid the premature decisive

engagement of the reserve still holds true. A general rule of thumb

would be to place the reserve one terrain feature to the rear of the

supported front line unit such that direct fire effects are eliminated.

Cross-corridor mobility remains the second major consideration in

timely reserve commitment. Withdrawal plans must be developed and

rehearsed. Specific routes for all elements down to squad level must

be determined. These routes should be overwatched by other elements,

but minimally by indirect fires. Enemy tanks must move along roads in

Korea. As previously described, these roads have chokepoints at

regular 2-3. kilometer intervals. Armored kill zones (AKZ) which

integrate mines. antitank weapons, obstacles and chokepoints are

essential to stopping tanks. AKZs used in this manner will, as a

minimum, slow the pace of the tanks to the rate of the infantry moving

" along the ridgelines.

Overcoming En~em_ Echelons en Mass. Overcoming enemy "echelon en

.9.
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masse" attacks, which were commonly referred to as "human wave"

assaults, required effective, responsive weapons as previously

described. Secondly, mines and obstacles must be integrated into the

defense to multiply combat effectiveness by slowing the enemy advance

which in turn enhances both direct and indirect fire weapons

effectiveness, Reserves must be available either to provide depth at

the point of attempted penetration or to counterattack to destroy the

massed enemy.

Countering enemy night operations again has both technological and

tactical solutions. Technologically, night observation devices.

portable sensors and improved illumination capability are required.

During the Korean Conflict, the NKPA and CCF moved by night and hid in

the feeder valleys during the day to avoid detection. This tactic was

very successful and as such facilitated surprise and concentration of

force by the enemy as troops in several of these valleys massed at a

decisive place and time. During the day the enemy would withdraw

outside of front line patrol range to consolidate and prepare for the

next night's activity. The major means to counter this is through

tactical audacity. Day and night patrolling must occur to gain and

maintain contact with the enemy. The approach used to overcome the

withdrawal of the enemy beyond normal patrolling range from the FEBA

was to dispatch a combat outpost (COP) of platoon or larger size which

would establish a perimeter defense and serve as a launch point for

patrolling. This outpost was located within artillery range but was

stationed well forward of lines to shorten required patrolling

distances. (30).

In summary, the following are proposed as elements of a successful

defensive scheme in Korea.
1 "..[
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*Units which fight isolated must be given,
organically, the means with which to fight.

*Natural lines of drift which include roads, creeks

and ridges are the main avenues of approach and must
be covered.

*Defending units which do not entrench with overhead %

cover or reduce vulnerability to artillery through
terrain usage will not survive. "

*Reduced tactical mobility caused by lack of roads as
well as rugged terrain reduces reserve responsiveness.
Plans for positions in depth and reserve employment must

accomodate this.

*The enemy will attempt to envelop and penetrate. The
defensive plan must account for all-around and rear
area security.

*The enemy will attempt to concentrate to attack
designated objectives. Night operations will be the
norm. The defensive plan must have aggressive
reconnaissance, especially at night, to preclude the
undetected massing of the enemy force. The defense
must also be agile at all levels to react to enemy
concentration."-

Liqht Defense Overview. The baseline principle for the light

infantry defense discussed here is threefold. Light infantry mLst

be agile, it must use equipment and tactics which multiply its

combat power, and it must have a shock effect capability within

300 meters. Agility begins with the screening force.

The Screening Force. The focus of the screening force is to gain

and maintain contact with enemy forces in sector. The division lacks

sufficient power and mobility for a covering force forward of the FEBA,

yet must detect and begin to bring fire to bear on the enemy to

disorganize and attrit him as he approaches the FEBA. To do this,

combat outposts (COP) should be placed forward along a division

integrated combat outpost line (COPL) The COP are controlled by the

front line brigades in sector. This is done for two reasons. First.
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this provides better fire support to the outpost along a narrower front

and shorter call for fire distances. Secondly, the integration of the t.

combat outpost, the battalion screening force and the FEBA is essential

to hand off contact with an approaching enemy or to launch an operation

to relieve a COP. The COPL must be within supporting artillery range N

to ensure survival of the outpost. This limits the range to

approximately ten kilometers. This distance extends the normal patrol

range forward of the FEBA, yet provides a safe haven for returning

patrols.

The COP should consist of a fortified defensive position with an

inner and an outer perimeter, if possible. The outer perimeter should

be as large as mutual support allows. The inner perimeter should be as

far inside the outer perimeter as possible with two constraints. First

of all, the distance should not exceed the supporting capabilities of

the individual weapons on the inner perimeter, i.e. a ma'ximum range of

approximately 350 meters. On the other hand, the inner perimeter must

be in sufficient depth to not be decisively engaged by the same fires

as the outer perimeter. The ideal minimal distance would be in the

100-150 meter range. Terrain and the strength of the outpost will

effect this. The outpost functions as a strongpoint from which patrols ".-

are dispatched to locate the enemy. Returning patrols thus have a

friendly forward line to return to when required. When enemy forces

are massed to eliminate a COP, relief operations of battalion or larger

size might be required and should be planned. (31)

The main battle area (MBA) picks up the battle along a forward

screen line which is mannea by security elements from the forward

battalions. The resources available to perform this mission include
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the scout platoon, radars and elements forward of the line companies.

The scouts possess the greatest mobility in the battalion and as suchS?
should be used in a mobile screen to the extent possible. This allows

the MBA security area to be extended further forward than it might

otherwise be. Radars are primarily night movement detection devi es.

The state of the art is such that they should be used to augment

" information received from forward securLty elements bLut should never

i replace it. Soldiers must go forward and physically detect the

pI
approaching enemy and, where possible, deal him a blow which either

cripples or disorganizes him.

The Sqad. The focUs of the squad in the defense i -simply to hold

ground or to destroy enemy forces. To accomplish this. the squad has

nine men assigned, of which eight would typically man the front line.

Placing 20-25 meters between positions dictates a squad frontaqe of 0-

75 meters. The squad has been built around the machinegun in terms of

its organization and accordingly, the squad defense should be built

around this same weapon system. Terrain is selected, weapons are

emplaced, and protective wire is laid to enhance the effectiveness of

the machinegun. If an M60 machinegun is assigned to the squad sector,

the SAWs should be positioned to support the M6C: to deny the enemy the

opportunity to seize it. When an M60 is not attached, the SAWs lie at

the heart of the squad and must be capable of mutual support. The real

advantage of the M6C' mounted on a tripod compared to the SAW is that it

can provide effective grazing or point fire with minimal aiming by the

gunner. Thus, M6O fire can be effective even under conditions of

returned fire which would preclude aimed fire with the SAW. The

grenade launcher and the hand grenade rank next in importance. The

grenadier has preassigned defilade targets with firing stales to ensure
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accurate night fire. The individual soldier's lethality at short range

begins with the Claymore and hand grenade. During the fighting along

the Chongchon River on 25 November 1950, Baker Company, 9th Infantry

Regiment was attacked by a massed enemy. In his analysis of this and

other actions, S.L.A. Marshall determined that "so far as as the

garrison could judge, the carbine fire was not hitting home, and it was

the grenade that was saving them, while spoiling enemy unity."(32)

The M16 is to be used for aimed fire. The rifleman's priorities are

first to engage any enemy attacking his position and second to deny

the enemy access to the machinegun.

Fire discipline is critical in countering the stated threat. The

NKFPA and CCF were masters at probing unit locations to find critical

emplacements and gaps. (33.) The premature firing of a machinegun at a.

probing element was sure to cause either a concentration of force or a

positioning of an enemy machinegun to suppress the friendly gun. Once

the friendly machinegun was out of action, enemy mass overwhelmed the

position. Solutions include the use of the hand grenade to investigate

noises and to engage the 1st wave which is probably after the

machinegun. The crew served weapon then fires when required or against

the 2d wave, if possible. The point is that the returned fire should

suit the threat. One enemy soldier deserves engagement from one or two L

riflemen, not a platoon. A squad is engaged by a platoon, not a

company. (34) Fire discipline is a squad leader function.

The Platoon.The focus of the platoon is again to deny the enemy a

given piece of terrain or to destroy him outright. The platoon. like

the squad, is purely a fighting element. It has a "platoon leader" and

not a "platoon commander." The light infantry platoon must not allow
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itself to meet a force of equal size or larger on equal terms. To this

end, the platoon places "armed OPs" forward with several Claymore mines

placed in banks and fired simultaneously or sequentially against an

approaching enemy. In this manner, two soldiers in an OF' position can

have the firepower of several hundred. The shock effect this would

have on a unit conducting a night attack could easily disorganize the

attack to the point that it does not occur.

The platoon should retain a reserve or a position in depth to

preclude penetration. The reserve should not be smaller than a fire

team, built around a SAW, or larger than a squad. The initiative in

the platoon defense lies in the ability to continue to defend or break

contact and withdraw at 1 i. The reserve serves to assist in retaining

this initiative. Loss of initiative can lead to destruction.

Fire support for the platoon is centered primarily on the two

organic machineguns. although during the Korean War occasions arose in

which more firepower was required. In these instances units

improvised with such field expedients as fougasse drums and grass fires

to deal with a massed enemy.(.5) Until the lethality of the platoon is

again increased, such techniques must remain in the platoon tool bag.

The platoon must develop its protection plan to the same extent it

does the lethality of the defense. The first protection measure is

overhead cover. The obvious reason is to avoid enemy artillery.

Another is to be able to employ another system against the enemy i.e.

friendly artillery fire called upon the defensive position. In the

battle to retain Outpost Eerie, this tactic saed the day. (C6) The

second protective measure is to determine positions from which enemy

fire can dominate the position. If possible, these must be *::

incorporated into the defense. When this is not possible, indirect

*~~5 S . S S~~~- *5 * . * . . 5 **
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fires must be plotted on these positions. The NKFPA and CCF were

masters at crew served weapons emplacement to support an attack.

"An army of stags led by a lion is more to be feared
than an army of lions led by a stag."(37)

Leadership at the platoon level is well expressed by this

statement attributed to Chabrias, a 4th Century BC Athenian General.

Fighting the effects of disintegration requires a disciplined,

innovative style of leadership. Platoons must retain the discipline to

conduct extended operations despite fatigue. Entrenchment must occur

automatically day or night. Information discipline requires leaders to 'de

ensure that subordinates understand the intent of orders and to the-

extent possible rehearse them. Innovation requires not only ingenuity

in weapons improvisation and position selection., but also measures

designed to confuse, disorganize and deceive the enemy. Platoon

leaders in the Korean Conflict made good use of whistles and flares to

confuse enemy night control measures. (38) Such innovative measures

contribute to the overall disintegration of the enemy force.

The Comp2an. The focus of the company is twofold. First it

retains ground; second it is the first echelon which transcends battle

drill and employs tactics.

In the defense in K:orea it must constitute a reserve, preferably

of squad to platoon size. The reserve should initially be positioned

far enough to the rear not to be engaged decisively by the same fire

that the front is receiving. One terrain feature to the rear serves as

a guide. The distance to the rear should consider the required time

for the reserve to move to the front if required. The tradeoff is

• h A
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responsiveness versus reduced vul nerabil ity of the reserve. The

commander should, however, consider placing the reserve in an initial

position in depth across a major avenue of approach in his sector. When

the reserve is employed against an enemy which has penetrated a

position, it is attempting to regain the initiative for the company at

a given point. The only advantage it has is knowledge of the terrain.

To take advantage of this, the reserve must rehearse, and if necessary,

mark counterattack routes to possible employment areas. The reserve

must emphasize shock when employed in order to regain the initiative.

In addition to rifles and machineguns this is done through extensive

use of the hand grenade, especially at night. In this manner, a

"rolling barrage" effect can be obtained which denies the enemy the

opportunity to return aimed fire at short range. The Chinese realized

" the value of this tactic and organized their platoons to take advanta e

of it in the attac:. In addition to rifle and machinegun squads, the

CCF formed grenade discharger squads which carried grenades to

throw. (3.9) The effect was that of carrying very short range artillery

in the assault.

The company cannot afford to lose communications with the

platoons. A loss of communications denies supporting fires, denies

reserve commitment, and disintegrates the defense. The three means of

communications which a company must always have are radio, platoon

runner positioned at the company CP., and wire. Pyrotechnic signals

should be used only as a backup in that they are difficult to observe

and are prone to be confused with enemy signals.

Innovative defensive techniques which deny the enemy the

opportunity to apply the full extent of his combat power on the company

position at a given time should be considered. One technique which is



particularly useful in Korea is the reverse slope defense. The reverse

slope might be preferred when the forward slope lacks cover and

concealment. Another instance would be when the reverse slope has

better fields of fire. A third use would be as a supplemental

defensive position to deny enemy penetration if a position. The key in

each instance is to control the crest of the hill. The advantages thus

gained are in denying the enemy observation and direct fire on the

defensive position. Further, enemy indirect fires cannot be accurately

adjusted. Finally, the enemy will be committed piecemeal in the attack

as he crests the hill.(40)

The Battalion. The battalion focuses on coordinating company

engagements, ascertaining enemy intentions and synchronizing the

battalion battle. To accomplish its mission the battalion has three

rifle companies and a headquarters company which contains four 81mem

mortars, four TOWs and a scout platoon with the capability to be

motorcycle mounted. The lack of firepower causes the employment of

these assets to be critical. The scouts must be employed forward or on

a flank to find the enemy or to prevent his attacking the battalion

from an unexpected direction. Armored Kill Zones (AKZ) must be

constructed within the battalion area to integrate terrain, obstacles.

mines and antitank fires for the battalion. This remains under the

control of the battalion commander in that it involves coordination of

company, artillery, engineer, antitank and air assets. The objective

of the AKZ is to gain the synergistic benefits of the simultaneous use

of these assets.

The battalion reserve varies from platoon to company size and is

positioned in depth in the same manner as the platoon reserve. If a
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t centralized battalion reserve is utilized. the major consideration is

its timely employment. Time distance factors are such that a reserve
5:

positioned a kilometer to the rear of the area of desired employment

might require half an hour or more to make that movement at night. The

situation at a given point can change significantly during that period

of time. Late commitment of the reserve can cause it to fail. On the

other hand, the premature commitment of reserves can cause it to be in

response to a diversionary attack and lead to failure as well. The

solution proposed is to afford the rifle companies the opportunity to

hold a small reserve to react to local situations. The battalion

reserve is then held 1000-200o meters to the rear and is prepared to

react to major situations along the battalion front after the battalion

* commander has had ample time to determine the enemy main effort. The

placement of the reserve in this manner allows the commander to err on

the side of late reserve commitment without disaster.

The Briqade. The light infantry brigade is primarily a level of

concentration. The brigade focuses on the acquisition of external

resources to assist the forward battalions in their battle. These

resources include attack helicopters, air cavalry, additional artillery

and tactical air support. Simultaneously, the brigade plans and

conducts operations to steal the initiative from the enemy. Deep

operations to destroy enemy artillery and command and control are

examples. These assets are easy to detect as previously discussed and

have a major impact on the outcome of front line assaults. Means

*available to the brigade commander to accomplish this include

artillery, battlefield air interdiction, attack helicopters, air

assault and ground raid. The brigade is capable of this level of

planning in that it is the first tactical level not totally engulfed in

,'S'
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the battle.

The second function of the brigade is the establishment and

commitment of the brigade reserve. The composition of the reserve

ranges from a company to a battalion. The reserve will be positioned

2-4 kilometers to the rear of the FEBA and as a result may require

transportation to assist in movement if employed.

A major concern at the brigade level is the preservation of the

direct support artillery battalion. Counterbattery fires and timely L-Rt.

displacement are components of protection. An additional measure must

be taken to ensure the survival of the artillery against an

infiltration threat.

"Artillery to justify its existence must do two

things in connection with the accomplishment of
its supporting mission to its infantry; i t must --- "

continue to serve its guns while under counter
battery fire without taking cover and it must
fight as infantry to prevent its guns from
falling into enemy hands during close-in ground
at tack. (41)

This quote by BG G.B. Barth, commander of the 25th Division

artillery during the Korean War, emphasizes the need for this security.

BG Barth recommended a defense platoon be provided by each battery.

This platoon would occupy the surrounding high ground during the day

and give warning of the approaching enemy. During the night, this

platoon moves back within the defended perimeter, mans machineguns and

becomes a mobile reserve. A second recommendation was to habitually

displace in sufficient time to allow the battery two hours daylight to

establish its position. This position includes protective wire covered

by machineguns firing enfilade fire, and prepared positions for the

guns. A case of hand grenades was carried by each gun section. Instead

AWN&



of destroying guns in the event of a successful local ground attack. BG

Barth directed his men to simply remove critical parts. He reasoned

that the enemy lacked transportation to move the guns and that

eventually his men would counterattack to regain control of them.

During his tour in Korea, batteries were continually subjected to local

ground attack. On all but one occasion the guns were retained or

retaken. In the one case where the guns were lost, the artillery unit

was awarded the Presidential Unit Citation for the defense of their

guns.(42) The bottom line is that our artillery is as easy to template

as the enemy's. Further, an enemy which has infiltrated would have

little trouble locating a firing artillery battery to attack.

This section has examined means in which a defender might overcome

the impact of the Korean terrain on the defense and react to an enemy

adept at infiltration and penetration tactics. A structured defense

emphasizing depth, agility and counterstroke has been proposed with "

specific focus and tactical considerations for the light infantry

brigade. Conclusions for this analysis are categorized as doctrinal,

organizational and tactical.

SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS

General. Light infantry doctrine as expressed in FC 7-13

(Light Infantry Battalion and Brigade Operations) and FC 7-15

(Liaht Infantry Squad and Platoon Operations) proposes a

multitude of defensive techniques. It does not, however, tie the

techniques to a specific terrain and enemy. The conclusions of

this paper relate specifically to the light infantry in Korea,
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yet may have application elsewhere against an infiltration enemy 'i

in rugged terrain. This paper does not conclude that a positional

defense constitutes the only or best use of light infantry in -

Korea. Rather, the defense is assumed and the following

conclusions are reached. Other missions such as a stay behind

" force for rear area operations, screening force! or rear area

protection force are viable yet beyond the scope of this paper.

Doctrinal. Doctrinal conclusions are as follows.

*The light infantry is exceptionally suited to

strategic deployment to a mid-intensity environment
such as Korea.

*It is well suited for employment off of main

armor avenues of approach. Its doctrinal
employment in this case should be in the
uplands and mountains where its tactical
mobility is on a par with the enemy it faces.

*The strength of this force is in its stealth

and capability to perform indirect operations
such as the ambush or raid against the enemy.
To the extent possible, the employment of this
force in the defense should take advantage of
these skills.

*Light units do not possess the combat capability
to perform a covering force mission, especially
during hours of limited visibility.
Without augmentation, a screen is the normal
operation. In order to effect a screen at desired
ranges from the from the FEBA with dismounted
troops, techniques such as the Combat Outpost Line
should be reviewed for possible adaptation.

Oroanizational. Several organizational implications arise

from an examination of a light infantry defense.

*The light infantry is organizationally fragile
at every level in the sense that every echelon has
only the minimum essential personnel assigned when
at full strength. A nine man squad does not have
to suffer many casualties to be severely degraded.
The light infantry must receive priority and be manned

A.,::%&
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4.. at full strength to offset its austere structure.

*Several weapon systems are manned by highly skilled,

critical soldiers. For example, the TOM gunner exists
in very low density, operates a critical weapon, and
is not easily trained or replaced. The short term
solution is to ensure maximum cross training on critical
weapon systems such as machineguns, mortars, Dragons
and TONs. The long term solution is to avoid weapon
systems which require a hig# degree of skill to
operate. The weapon systems for this unit must
facilitate cross-training so that critical systems
can be manned by any soldier in the unit in the midst
of a battle.

*Weapon systems must be improved in terms of lethality

for the battle under 300 meters. Battle in Korea
against echelons en mass requires weapon systems
which generate the same firepower in a short period of
time as would normally be applied over distance. Such
weapon systems would overcome short target exposure
times and would have a degrading effect on the will of
the enemy to continue the fight. The Claymore is
this type of weapon. Another might be a broad
beam laser which *ould temporarily flash-blind an
attacking enemy force. More thought is needed in this
area to take advantage of technological possibilities.

*Lighter radios with more capability in rugged terrain
such as mountains and forests are required for the
light infantry. All of the elements serve to
disintegrate the cohesion of a light force in /Norea.
Dependable communications are especially critical to a
force which is to a large degree dependent on external

sources for its firepower.

*Units down to the lowest level should be organized with
the assets with which they need to fight. The squad
should have an organic, belt- fed machinegun. The
platoon and company need dependable, responsive

illumination and indirect fires.

Tactical. Tactical implications are as follows.

*To overcome the tendency of the terrain and enemy to

disintegrate cohesion, training should emphasis
initiative down to the squad level.

*Road marching and cross-country movement are

imperatives. The enemy routinely marches in excess of
thirty miles per day in the rugged terrain. The
light infantry must be capable of exceeding the physical
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capabilities of this known enemy.

*Training should as closely approximate combat
conditions as possible. Live fire tactical exercises
should be routine.

*HMINT must be routinely solicited to augment austere
collection capability. The North Koreans did this with
success.

*Ground sensors must be available in quantity to

a low tactical mobility light force to detect an
infiltration enemy in rugged terrain. The Korean
terrain swallows up units; sensors help to cover
unavoidable gaps between positions. Infiltration
lanes can likewise be covered.

*The light infantry scout must possess mobility which
exceeds that of the ground mounted soldier, if the scout
is to be capable of providing timely information to the
commander. Organic motorcycles are a viable solution.

*Light forces cannot weather the effects of artillery
when exposed. Defilade and reverse slope positions
must be used when appropriate. The lack of cover and
difficulty in digging in Korea make better entrenching
means and overhead cover a must.

*Every light soldier is a fighter. Cooks, clerks and

drivers are all expected to fight on a porous
battlefield.

*Expect a 360 degree war. All-around security is a must
at every position.

*The rugged terrain slows the responsiveness of reserves
to respond. Nhen possible, maintain a reserve down to
platoon level. '.

*Do not allow the enemy to concentrate. Search him out

and engage him to disorganize him. Helicopters,

artillery, TACAIR, EN and ground action are possible

means.

*The approach to training which will lead to success

in this theater is epitomized as follows.

"It is admittedly terrible to force men to suffer
during training or even sometimes, through '
accident, to kill them. But there is no other
way to prepare them for the immensely greater
horror of combat."(43)
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APPENDIX A

South Korea NoiI K-ma" '

Ground Forces'C"%
543,000 personnel t00,000 personnel '

(includes 23,000 Marines)
5 corps headquarters 8 corps headquarters

20 infantry divisions 35 infantrv divisions
I mechanized infantry division 3 motorized infantry divisions
2 armored brigades 4 armored brigades - -'

2 independent infmtry brigades 12 infantry and light infantry brigades
7 special forces brigades 22 special forces brigades
2 antiaircraft artillery brigades 3 antiaircraft artillery divisions
7 tank battalions 2 tank divisions and 2 independent

tank regiments
36 artillery battalions 100 artillery battalions
2 surface-to-surface missile 4 surface-to-surface missile battalions

battalions 82 roc:ket battalions
2 surface-to-air missile brigades I river-crossing rc riment
1 army a'a.:tion brig-de 5 airborne battalions

860 medium tanks 2.500 medium 'anks
150 light tanks

570 armored personnel carriers 1,000 armored personnel carriers
2,076 field artillery pieces 4,000 field artillery pieces
5,300 mortars 9,000 mortars

Naval Forces
25,000 personnel 31.000 personnel

0 submarines 15 submarines
10 destroyers 0 destroyers

8 frigates 4 frigates
6 corvettes Ocorvettes
9 misile attack craft 18 missile attack craft
9 minesweepers 0 minesweepers

24 amphibiou5 craft 94 amphibious craft
38 coastal patrol q.pes 370 coastal patrol t'pes

Air Forces
32,600 personnel 44,000 personnel

330 fighter/fighter bombers 530 fighter fighter bombers
60 F-4 DiE 390 MiG 15/17;19

25f1 F-5 A'BIE/F 120 MiG 21
50 F-86F 20 SU-7

20 antisu'jnarine w. fare craft 83 li,;ht umb, rs
12 reconnaissance ai;. raft

Air Defense

80 HAWK surface-to-air missiles 250 SA 2 surfa.e-to-air missiles
45 Nike Hercules surface-to-air

misiles

Sources: Based on information from The Militar Balance 1980-1981, London, l9.s0,
p. 71; lane's Fighting Ships, 1980-Si (Ed., John Moore), London, 1980,
pp. 298-300; and Korea Annual 2980, Seoul, 1980, p. 99.

- C -

Table A-i. Orders of Battle for the Armed Forces 
of South and

North Korea. (44)
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APPENDIX C

SYSTEMS -P (d) Engaging Wpns Systems
<------------------------------

(a) (b) (c)
RANGF _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TACAIR A
ATKHEL C

15000 . _____ _____

TACAIR /
ATI'HEL E
105mm :N

TACAIR :A
81mm ATi..HEL 6

10E5m E
2 4 0 0__________

TACAIR :(e)
60mm 8imm ATi-:HEL

105mm

GL 60mm Simm 105mm

1 00 __________

CL CL 60mm 81mm 105mm
GL

HG3
CL CL 60mm 81mm 105mm
GL

0 _____________ ______________ _______________ _____________________________

SQUAD PLATOON ICOMPANY 1BATTALION1 BRIGADE.1

HG=Hand Grenade; CL=Claymore; GL=Grenade Lau~ncher;
60mm=Company Mortar; 8lmm=Battal ion Mortar;
10:)mm=DS Artillery; ATKHEL=Attack Helicopters;
TACAIR=Tactical Air

*NOTE: The range bands are approximate in order to
L-.account for the distance some of these weapons-

are normally employed behind the FEBA.

Figure 1. Light Infantry Defilade Weapon Systems
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* Figure B-7'. Chinaman's Hat. The Camp and the Action, 25-26
*November 1950. (47) The Chinese crossed the Chongchon in seven
* parallel columns to attack-. the entrenched camp.
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